In this paper we evaluate the performance of density functional theory with the B3LYP functional for calculations on ceria ͑CeO 2 ͒ and cerium sesquioxide ͑Ce 2 O 3 ͒. We demonstrate that B3LYP is able to describe CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 reasonably well. When compared to other functionals, B3LYP performs slightly better than the hybrid functional PBE0 for the electronic properties but slightly worse for the structural properties, although neither performs as well as LDA+ U͑U=6 eV͒ or PBE+ U͑U=5 eV͒. We also make an extensive comparison of atomic basis sets suitable for periodic calculations of these cerium oxides. Here we conclude that there is currently only one type of cerium basis set available in the literature that is able to give a reasonable description of the electronic structure of both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 . These basis sets are based on a 28 electron effective core potential ͑ECP͒ and 30 electrons are attributed to the valence space of cerium. Basis sets based on 46 electron ECPs fail for these materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ceria ͑CeO 2 ͒ is used in car catalysts where it serves as an oxygen buffer and supports the oxidation of carbon monoxide and the decomposition of NO x and hydrocarbons. Oxygen vacancies in ceria are vital for these processes. Here, quantum mechanical calculations can provide important new insights.
Ceria crystallizes in the fluorite structure ͑Fm3m͒; see Fig. 1͑a͒ . A schematic band structure diagram of ceria is presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The valence band is primarily built from O 2p states and the conduction band from Ce 5d states. In between these lies a narrow Ce 4f band. The O 2p → Ce 5d band gap has been measured as 6 eV using optical reflectance 1 and 5.4-8.4 eV using x-ray absorption spectroscopy ͑XAS͒.
2 Bulk excitonic effects were found by Chengyun et al. 3 to be on the order of a few meV, so the true band gap is generally thought more likely to lie around 6 eV 2,4,5 rather than, say, 7 or 8 eV. The experimental O 2p → Ce 4f gap has been measured as 2.6 eV using Bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy 4 ͑BIS͒ and 3.33 or 3.39 eV using photoluminescence. 6 When oxygen vacancies are formed in ceria, the lattice experiences a local distortion and the Ce 4f band is split into two bands: an occupied Ce 4f Full band and an empty Ce 4f Empty band; see Fig. 2͑b͒ . The current understanding is that the occupied Ce 4f states are localized atomic f-like states at cerium ions neighboring the vacancy. The exact separation of the two Ce 4f bands is not clear and there is a rather broad range of values suggested from experiments using x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, XAS, BIS, and high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy. This is due to problems with resolution, line broadening, and also disagreements between different experiments. The uncertainty in the split was recently discussed in some detail by us in Ref. 7 . There, we concluded that from existing experiments one can only say that the Ce 4f Full band may lie anywhere in the range 1.5-2.5 eV above the valence band.
The reduction limit of nonstoichiometric ceria is Ce 2 O 3 , where all cerium ions are found in a Ce͑III͒ oxidation state. The crystal structure of cerium sesquioxide ͑Ce 2 O 3 ͒ under normal conditions is the A-type sesquioxide ͑P3m1͒ ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. In the Ce 2 O 3 band structure we see a resemblance to reduced ceria with the main difference being that the Ce 4f Empty and Ce 5d bands are merged together in the conduction band; see Fig. 2͑c͒ . The experimental Ce 4f Full → Ce 4f / Ce 5d band gap has been measured as around 2.4 eV. 8 The description of nonstoichiometric ceria and Ce 2 O 3 proves to be a challenging task for many quantum mechanical ͑QM͒ approaches. For example, it is well known that the a͒ Electronic mail: kersti@mkem.uu.se. standard local density approximation ͑LDA͒ and the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ within the density functional theory ͑DFT͒ fail to describe the f-electron localization properly and the local distortion of the lattice associated with oxygen vacancy formation in ceria. Furthermore, they are not able to give an electronic structure of Ce 2 O 3 consistent with experiment. It has been shown by several authors 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that the DFT+ U 37 method can be used to overcome these problems. However, if we wish to study interactions between molecules and the ceria surface using theoretical methods it is desirable to use a method which is known to describe both the bulk material and the molecule in a satisfactory way. Hybrid functionals, and in particular B3LYP, [14] [15] [16] [17] have been used successfully to describe many properties of a large variety of systems, and there is therefore an interest in applying hybrid functionals to cerium oxides. Recently, Hay et al. 18 performed periodic LDA, the PBE ͑Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 19 ͒ variant of GGA, TPSS ͑Tao-Perdew-Staroverov-Scuseria 20 ͒ and HSE ͑Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof 21 ͒ calculations on ceria and Ce 2 O 3 with atomic basis sets. They concluded that it is possible to obtain a good description of both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 , consistent with experiments, by using the hybrid functional HSE. Da Silva et al. 13 performed similar calculations using a plane-wave ͑PW͒ basis set and the functionals LDA, PBE, LDA+ U, PBE+ U, PBE0, 38, 39 and HSE and reached the same conclusion regarding the performance of the hybrid functionals, PBE0 and HSE.
In the current study we set out to explore the performance of the B3LYP functional for ceria. The motivation is, as hinted above, the fact that B3LYP is well tested for a large set of chemical systems. If we indeed find that B3LYP is successful in describing both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 , the extension to more chemically interesting problems should be straightforward. Bredow and Gerson 22 showed that the B3LYP method is able to give a consistent description of the transition metal oxides, NiO and CoO, and the ionic oxide MgO. Furthermore, Muscat et al. 23 showed that B3LYP gives a reasonable description of the electronic structure of semiconductors ͑Si, diamond and GaAs͒, semi-ionic oxides ͑ZnO, Al 2 O 3 , TiO 2 ͒, sulphides ͑FeS 2 , ZnS͒, transition metal oxides ͑MnO,NiO͒, and the ionic oxide MgO. Vetere et al. 24 made a comparison between the B3LYP and PBE0 functionals for a set of LnX 3 complexes ͑X = F, Cl, Br, I and Ln = La, Gd, Lu͒ and concluded that while B3LYP gives very good agreement with experimental data for bond lengths, bond angles, relative energies, and frequencies, PBE0 gives even better agreement. There are only three B3LYP investigations of ceria in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. The two first of these are the embedded-cluster calculations of CO adsorption on CeO 2 ͑110͒ by Müller et al. 25 and Herschend et al. 26 The third is the study of sulfur interaction with the ceria surface described by Baranek et al. 27 None of these make a full assessment of the performance of the functional for the cerium oxides.
The basis set is a central part in any QM calculation and in this paragraph we give a background to some of the basis sets described in the literature for cerium. Many QM calculations utilize atomic basis sets based on Gaussian type orbitals. For the heavier elements, atomic basis sets make use of effective core potentials ͑ECPs͒, where a fixed number of core electrons are replaced by an effective potential. The total electron configuration of cerium is ͓Kr͔4d 10 5s 2 5p 6 4f 1 5d 1 6s 2 . The Stuttgart-Dresden group ͑Dolg et al. 28 ͒ have developed ECPs and the corresponding valence basis sets for the rare-earth elements. They found that large-core ECPs with 46 electrons in the core and only the 5s, 5p, 4f, 5d, and 6s electrons treated as valence electrons lead to errors in excitation energies ͑the excitations considered are described in Ref. 29͒ of several tenths of an eV compared to a fully variational all-electron ͑AE͒ reference. This was not considered to be acceptable, and it was not until they added the 4s, 4p, and 4d electrons to the valence space that they obtained an almost perfect agreement. The cerium ECP of this type ͑small-core͒ thus only contains 28 electrons and the remaining 30 electrons are attributed to the valence space. Cao et al. 30 later derived atomic natural orbital ͑ANO͒ and segmented contractions ͑SEG͒ ͑Ref. 31͒ valence basis sets for this ECP. These basis sets will hereafter be called Ce͑RSCANO͒ and Ce͑RSCSEG͒, respectively. Later the Stuttgart/Dresden group published another valence basis set for the same ECP on the EMSL basis set exchange home page. 32 This basis set is entitled "Stuttgart RSC 1997 ECP" and we will hereafter denote it Ce͑RSC97͒. Dolg et al. 33 have also developed a basis set for cerium with a largecore ͑46-electron͒ ECP, hereafter called Ce͑LC1͒. Huelsen et al. 34 developed augmented triple zeta and augmented quadruple zeta basis sets for cerium using another 46-electron ECP. These two basis sets will be denoted Ce͑LC2͒ and Ce͑LC3͒, respectively. Cundari et al. 35 constructed another large-core ECP and accompanying valence basis sets for the lanthanide series following a scheme that Stevens et al. 36 had previously used successfully to construct basis sets for transition metals. In Ref. 35 such ECPs were optimized for the trivalent lanthanide ions. The cerium basis set of this type will hereafter be denoted Ce͑SBKJC͒.
In this study we present a systematic comparison of the performance of several localized atomic basis sets and DFT functionals, assessing their ability to describe the electronic structure and mechanical properties of CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 . We will particularly focus on the performance of the B3LYP functional. 
II. METHOD

A. Model systems
Three different model systems, two crystals and one cluster, are used in this work. The crystals are the CeO 2 fluorite crystal ͑Fm3m͒ and the Ce 2 O 3 A-type crystal ͑P3m1͒. These two structures are depicted in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒. The third model system is a one-formula unit Ce 2 O 3 cluster, constructed as a trigonal bipyramid with two cerium ions sharing three oxygens in between them ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒.
B. Computational details
Five different functionals were used in this study: LDA, LDA+ U, the GGA functional PBE, 19 PBE0, and B3LYP. [14] [15] [16] [17] The latter two are hybrid functionals and include 25% and 20% Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ exchange, respectively. PBE0 is a one-parameter hybrid functional and can be expressed in the following way:
where E XC denotes exchange-correlation energy and E X denotes exchange energy. B3LYP employs a more elaborated functional with three parameters and has the general form,
with parameters a 0 = 0.20, a X = 0.72, and a C = 0.81. Here E C denotes correlation energy and E XC and E X were defined above. Three different codes were used: GAUSSIAN03 ͑Ref. 40͒ for the local basis set calculation of the Ce 2 O 3 cluster, CRYS-TAL06 ͑Ref. 41͒ for the local basis set calculations of the crystals and the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package ͑VASP͒ 42, 43 for PW reference calculations. The GAUSSIAN03 and CRYSTAL06 programs both use atomic basis sets while VASP uses PW basis sets. All GAUSSIAN03 calculations were carried out using a tight convergence criterion. In the periodic calculations with CRYSTAL06 we sampled the Brillouin zone using a 10ϫ 10ϫ 10 Monkhorst-Pack 44 ͑MP͒ grid and in the periodic calculations with VASP we sampled the Brillouin zone with a 10ϫ 10ϫ 10 MP grid for Ce 2 O 3 and a 16ϫ 16ϫ 16 MP grid for CeO 2 . In the CRYSTAL06 calculations the parameters controlling the threshold for the Coulomb and exchange integrals were set to ͑7 7 7 7 25͒, the threshold for integrals involving the ECP was set to 10 −8 and the threshold for energy convergence was set to 10
in the calculation of elastic properties͒. In the VASP calculations, the convergence criterion for the electronic and ionic updates were set to 10 −7 and 10 −5 eV, respectively. The PW reference calculations for the Ce 2 O 3 cluster were performed using a 10ϫ 10ϫ 10 Å 3 cell.
C. Basis sets
The Ce basis sets used in this study can be divided into two main groups according to the number of electrons frozen in the ECP. The first group consists of the Stuttgart/Dresden basis sets Ce͑RSCANO͒, Ce͑RSCSEG͒, and Ce͑RSC97͒, all using the same 28-electron ECP, as explained in Sec. I. The second group of basis sets consists of the Ce͑SBKJC͒, Ce͑LC1͒, Ce͑LC2͒, and Ce͑LC3͒ basis sets, which all use a 46-electron ECP. The two groups of basis sets will be referred to as "small-core" and "large-core" basis sets, respectively. Information about the number of basis functions and primitive Gaussians as well as the number of electrons treated by the ECP is summarized in Table I . Furthermore, in order to perform efficient periodic calculations for CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 we have here explored various modified and truncated versions of the Ce͑RCS97͒ basis set. Three such basis sets were used in this study. The first of these, hereafter called Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒, is essentially the basis set described by Hay et al. 18 except that we also removed the g-projector from the ECP. Hay et al. 18 obtained their basis set from the original Ce͑RSC97͒ basis set by removing all g-functions, truncating the basis set by removing the most diffuse basis functions of the s-, p-, and d-shells, respectively, and further removing two Gaussian type orbitals, those with the smallest exponent, from each contraction. Additionally, the exponent of the most diffuse function left in each shell was set to 0.15. This basis set then had the following contraction scheme ͑the key to our notation is given as a footnote in 48 The latter two include polarization functions of d-type while the first two do not. We choose not to include the f-function in the O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set.
As a reference basis set, for comparison, we have chosen a well converged PW basis set with a cutoff of 500 eV ͑36.7 Ry͒. In this basis set, 12 electrons are attributed to the valence space of cerium and six electrons are attributed to the valence space of oxygen. The remaining electrons are treated as core electrons using the projector augmented wave ͑PAW͒ method of Blöchl 49 as implemented in the VASP code. The PAW potential used here were chosen from several alternative PAW potentials supplied with VASP 50 We, therefore, selected the CeO s combination.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we will report how the various basis sets and functionals presented above perform in calculations for ceria, both stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric, and Ce 2 O 3 . In Sec. III B we will discuss the performance of the localized basis sets based on results from calculations using the one formula unit Ce 2 O 3 cluster ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Prior to that we discuss in Sec. III A some features of our probe system, the one-formula-unit Ce 2 O 3 cluster. The performance of functionals and basis sets in periodic calculations for CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 crystals are discussed in Secs. III C-III F. Our focus will be on the B3LYP functional.
A. The Ce 2 O 3 cluster-LDA reference calculations
The small one-unit cluster ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ was optimized using the LDA functional and the Ce͑SBKJC͒/O͑8-51G͒ basis set and was kept in this structure in all of the calculations. In this cluster the Ce-Ce distance is 2.96 Å and the Ce-O distances are 2.14-2.17 Å. The resolution in all density of states ͑DOS͒ plots presented here is 0.1 eV. The f-projection in the DOS is of Mulliken type for the atomic basis sets and of Wigner-Seitz type for the PW basis sets.
The LDA functional does not give a correct description of the band structure of Ce 2 O 3 , but at this point we are only interested in whether the cluster can serve as a useful probe for finding basis sets suitable for bulk Ce 2 O 3 . The electronic DOS for both the Ce 2 O 3 cluster and the Ce 2 O 3 bulk system is presented in Fig. 3 . Naturally, we do expect some differences in the DOS diagrams of the two systems. Indeed, we obtain a difference in the separation of the Ce 5d and Ce 4f Empty bands, which is more pronounced in the cluster, but apart from this feature, the resemblance is quite striking. This in itself is not sufficient evidence to determine whether the cluster is a useful probe. However, in Sec. III C we will find that there is also a close correspondence between the Ce 2 O 3 test cluster and the Ce 2 O 3 crystal with respect to failures in the DOS description of the electronic structure for certain basis sets. The Ce 2 O 3 cluster tests, presented in Sec. III B and in Figs. 3-6 , are therefore also relevant as a screening tool in the selection of suitable basis sets for bulk Ce 2 O 3 .
B.
Comparison of large-core and small-core basis sets for cerium using the Ce 2 O 3 cluster
Using the Ce 2 O 3 test cluster, the performance of the large-core and small-core basis sets was evaluated by comparing their DOS diagrams with the DOS calculated using the converged PW basis set. Here we used the LDA functional. Again, the failures of LDA are irrelevant at this stage since we simply want to find out which basis sets are able to reproduce the DOS diagrams of the PW reference. If we first devote our attention to the basis sets with an ECP containing 46 electrons, we notice large discrepancies in the DOS results ͑Fig. 4͒. The DOSs from these different atomic basis sets do not agree with each other, neither does any of them reproduce the PW reference. Another version of Ce͑SBKJC͒ was also constructed in which all contractions were broken up. Even with this rather large basis set there was still no significant improvement in the DOS.
On the other hand, the small-core basis sets, with only 28 electrons in the ECP display large uniformity and they all compare well with the PW reference ͑Fig. 5͒. In Fig. 6 we compare the DOS for the Ce 2 O 3 cluster calculated using the truncated basis sets to the results with the original Ce͑RSC97͒ basis set. We see only small changes in the DOS diagrams.
We also examined the influence of the oxygen basis set ͑8-51G, 6-31G, 6-31G ‫ء‬ , and cc-pVTZ͒ for Ce͑RSC97͒ and Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒. We find only very minor differences in the DOS figures ͑not shown here͒.
We conclude that the large-core basis sets tested fail to reproduce the PW result while all of the small-core basis sets tested reproduce the PW result well. The qualitative results are independent of the oxygen basis sets examined here. We now go on to examine whether these findings also hold true for bulk Ce 2 O 3 .
C. Electronic structure of bulk Ce 2 O 3
We calculated the DOS of bulk Ce 2 O 3 in the ferromagnetic configuration using LDA and the large-core cerium basis sets Ce͑SBKJC͒, Ce͑LC1͒, Ce͑LC2͒, and Ce͑LC3͒. Necessary adjustments, namely the removal of the most diffuse functions in these basis sets, were made prior to these calculations. Again, just as with the test cluster, none of the basis sets was able to reproduce the PW reference ͑not shown here͒.
Next we turn to the small-core cerium basis sets. For Ce 2 O 3 , in the ferromagnetic configuration, the DOS diagrams from LDA calculated using the Ce͑RSC97-Tr-1͒ and Ce͑RSC97-Tr.2͒ cerium basis sets in combination with the   FIG. 4 . DOS for the one-unit Ce 2 O 3 cluster in the triplet state calculated using the large-core basis sets, Ce͑S-BKJC͒, Ce͑LC1͒, Ce͑LC2͒, and Ce͑LC3͒, for cerium in combination with the 8-51 G basis set for oxygen. The functional used is LDA.
FIG. 5. DOS for the one-unit Ce 2 O 3
cluster in the triplet state calculated using the small-core basis sets, Ce͑R-SCANO͒, Ce͑RSCSEG͒, and Ce͑RSC97͒, for cerium in combination with the O͑8-51 G͒ basis set for oxygen. The functional used is LDA.
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B3LYP calculations of cerium oxides J. Chem. Phys. 132, 054110 ͑2010͒ four oxygen basis sets are presented in Fig. 7 . The effect of the oxygen basis set is seen to be quite large, with the larger oxygen basis sets O͑6-31G ‫ء‬ ͒ and O͑cc-pVTZ͒ promoting a split of the Ce 4f states. In the PBE results ͑Fig. 8͒ this effect is even stronger and for the O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis we see a small gap in the DOS. Hay et al. 18 reported a similar Ce 4f full → Ce 4f / Ce 5d gap of 0.3 eV for the antiferromagnetic configuration of Ce 2 O 3 using PBE and their truncation of the Ce͑RSC97͒ basis set together with the O͑6-31G ‫ء‬ ͒ basis set. All of these results contradict the PAW-based PW results presented in Fig. 7 , where no splitting is observed using PBE. Nevertheless, Fabris et al. 10 earlier found similar gaps in their ultrasoft pseudopotential ͑US-PP͒ based PW calculations using LDA. However, Kresse et al. 51 showed that this was a result of their use of US-PPs, and that no such gaps are present in AE calculations. Kresse et al. 51 also showed that 52 addressed the issues raised and agreed that the gaps were indeed due to the USPPs. We find some quantitative differences between the PAW and the AE results, but these are small, certainly much smaller than the differences we find between the PW basis set and even the best of the atomic basis sets. We therefore consider that our PAW potential results provide a valid and sufficiently reliable reference for the type of qualitative comparisons made in the rest of this paper. Hence, we consider the basis sets which lead to the splits in Fig. 7 and in the work of Hay et al., to have failed.
We also note that in the original work by Hay et al. there is a g-projector in the ECP which is not included here. This is not expected to make a large difference since the basis set itself does not include any g-functions. ͑Unfortunately, there is no way to test this hypothesis in CRYSTAL06 since this software does not handle g-functions or g-projectors.͒ By replacing the two diffuse f-functions ͑ = 0.15 and = 0.381331͒ with one f-function ͑ = 0.3͒ in the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒ basis set, the splitting of the f-band in the PBE calculations using the O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set for oxygen is no longer present. We therefore went on to make careful adjustments of the diffuse functions in the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒ basis set. In our approach we analyzed the effect of the exponents on both the cell parameters and the electronic structure of Ce 2 O 3 and searched for a setting that gives a balanced description of both of them. Here we find that the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒ basis set with the modification of the f-functions just mentioned and with the diffuse s-function removed gives a balanced description of both electronic and mechanical properties. Here we used the O͑cc-pVTZ͒ oxygen basis in order to treat the cerium and oxygen more consistently. After analyzing the Mulliken population in both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 we found that only two s-functions are actually used. We therefore chose to remove the remaining s-function from the basis set. This basis set, as mentioned in Sec. II, is denoted Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒ and has the following contraction scheme: Ce͑20s18p8d7f͒ → ͓2s4p3d2f͔.
The LDA and PBE DOS using this basis set are shown in the bottom panels in Figs. 7 and 8 . Using the same basis set and the two hybrid functionals PBE0 and B3LYP we obtain the DOSs presented in Fig. 9 . Both functionals predict a large separation of the Ce 4f Full and the conduction bands. The large separation is in qualitative agreement with experimental results 8 DFT+ U 10,11,13 functionals. When we compare in more detail the DOS derived from B3LYP and PBE0 to the DOS derived from LDA+ U͑U=6 eV͒ using the PW basis set ͑Fig. 9͒, we find that the band gap is much larger in the hybrid calculations. The experimental values for the gaps are not sufficiently well defined to judge which of the results is the most accurate.
D. Electronic structure of bulk CeO 2
In Fig. 10 we present the DOS for bulk CeO 2 calculated using the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set and the PBE0 and B3LYP functionals. We include the PW results for the LDA+ U ͑U=6 eV͒ functional for comparison. Meanwhile, in Table III we present direct and indirect band gaps of CeO 2 calculated with LDA, PBE, PBE0, and B3LYP. Here the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒/O͑6-31G ‫ء‬ ͒ and Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis sets are used. For comparison we also include our PW results for LDA+ U and PBE+ U with U = 6 eV and U = 5 eV, respectively. There are only minor differences between results obtained with the two basis sets while there are large differences in results obtained with the different functionals. Generally, the O 2p → Ce 5d band gaps obtained using the converged PW basis set are smaller than those from the atomic basis set description, while the opposite is true for the O 2p → Ce 4f Empty band gaps. This behavior is common and may be attributed to a better description of the conduction band using the PW basis set. Atomic basis sets may have limited variational freedom to describe the situations in which significant charge density lies in the interstitial regions, as is common for conduction band states. PW basis sets do not have this problem, although they sometimes struggle with the core region.
The LDA and PBE gaps are much smaller than those obtained using the hybrid functionals, while the LDA+ U and PBE+ U gaps are intermediate for O 2p → Ce 4f Empty and the smallest for O 2p → Ce 5d. LDA and GGA give the most reasonable values for the O 2p → Ce 5d gaps ͑here we compare with the 6 eV value suggested in most experimental papers͒, while their O 2p → Ce 4f Empty gaps are much smaller than suggested by experimental measurements. FIG. 10 . DOS of bulk CeO 2 calculated using LDA+ U, PBE0, and B3LYP. In the LDA+ U calculation a PW basis set was used and in the PBE0 and B3LYP calculations the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set was used. The hybrid results ͑PBE0 and B3LYP͒ appear to yield O 2p → Ce 5d gaps much larger than most experiments. The smaller band gap of B3LYP compared to PBE0 is expected and is due to the smaller fraction of HF exchange included. Our calculated values for hybrid gaps are larger than those calculated by Baranek et al. 27 We should note that those authors used what we in this work refer to as a largecore basis set for ceria. Our PBE0 band gaps are consistent with those from the PBE0 PW calculations by Da Silva et al., 13 but a little larger than those obtained from the HSE functional in the work by Hay et al. 18 and Da Silva et al.
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This behavior is expected and is related to the screening parameter introduced in the HSE functional. Paier et al. 53 showed that PBE0 band gaps were almost uniformly shifted by 0.8 eV relative to the HSE for large band gap semiconductors. Our B3LYP results appear to indicate a behavior quite different from the behavior reported by Muscat et al. 23 In their study the experimental band gaps of a large number of metal oxides were well reproduced by the B3LYP functional. However, we should keep in mind that there is a large spread in the experimental data.
The O 2p → Ce 4f gaps from the B3LYP calculations are more in line with experimental measurements than the PBE0, LDA, and PBE values.
All in all, the LDA+ U and PBE+ U functionals seem to yield the most consistent description of the band gaps followed by the hybrid B3LYP, while PBE0, LDA, and PBE perform worst. However, due to the uncertainties in the experimental measurements, none of the functionals can be ruled out based on this analysis alone.
E. Cell parameters and elastic constants of CeO 2
Comparison of the oxygen basis set
We have calculated the cell parameter, bulk modulus, and the C 44 elastic constant of CeO 2 using the LDA functional and the Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒ cerium basis set in combination with three oxygen basis sets O͑8-51G͒, O͑6-31G͒, O͑6-31G
‫ء‬ ͒, and O͑cc-pVTZ͒. Here we are again interested in comparing the quality of the basis sets by comparing them to the PW calculation. The results are shown in Table IV . Gennard et al. 57 showed in their HF study of ceria that the description of the elastic constants C 11 and C 12 are little affected by oxygen d-orbital polarization functions in the oxygen basis set, suggesting that the bulk modulus should be little affected as well. They observed a large effect from the oxygen d-polarization function on the C 44 elastic constant. The observation in our work is that the bulk modulus using LDA is quite insensitive to the oxygen d-orbital polarization TABLE IV. Cell parameter, a 0 , bulk modulus, B, and elastic constant, C 44 , of CeO 2 , using the functionals LDA, PBE, PBE0, and B3LYP. We used the basis sets Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒/O͑8-51G͒, Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒/O͑6-31G ‫ء‬ ͒, Ce͑RSC97-Tr.1͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒, and Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒. Results using a PW basis are shown for comparison.
Functional
Basis set function just as in the HF study of Gennard et al. 57 Moreover, the effect on the C 44 elastic constant is not as pronounced in our work using the small-core basis sets and the LDA functional.
Comparison of the functionals
The choice of functional has a large impact on the resulting cell parameter. Results from calculations using the LDA, PBE, PBE0, and B3LYP functionals are included in Table IV . The cell parameters obtained using PBE and B3LYP are too large compared to the experimental room temperature value. Since the values obtained in a DFT calculation of this type do not take any thermal effects into account a more correct comparison should use a 0 K extrapolated value. Extrapolating data of Rossignol et al. 56 yields a cell parameter of about 5.39 Å for ceria. In this case the disagreement between the PBE and B3LYP calculations and experiment becomes even larger. The best fit is obtained using PBE0 while LDA gives too small a cell parameter for ceria. This conclusion agrees with previous PW calculations by Da Silva et al. using LDA, PBE, and PBE0 and with the work of Hay et al., where they used localized atomic basis sets and the functionals LDA, PBE, and HSE.
Note that Baranek et al. 27 and Voloshina et al. 58 have done similar comparisons. However, they used large-core ECPs, which we have now shown to be insufficient. Their results are nevertheless included in Table IV for comparison.
F. Cell parameters of Ce 2 O 3
We also calculated the cell parameters of Ce 2 O 3 in the ferromagnetic configuration using the functionals LDA, PBE, PBE0, and B3LYP; see Table V The direct comparison of the calculated cell parameters to experimental cell parameters are more difficult in the case of Ce 2 O 3 , where we have four parameters to consider and again, we must bear in mind that direct comparison should not be made to the room temperature experimental values.
The functionals PBE, PBE0, and LDA+ U all appear to yield Ce 2 O 3 cell parameters in good agreement with experiment. LDA underestimates the c 0 parameter using both the PW basis set and the atomic basis sets. B3LYP on the other hand overestimates the c 0 parameter. 
IV. SUMMARY
We conclude that a reliable description of the electronic structure of both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 depends strongly on the description of the core region of cerium. We have shown that the PAW method fails to describe the electronic structure of CeO 2 when we use the soft potential for cerium, instead of the standard potential. Similarly, the 46 electron large-core atomic basis sets fail to describe the electronic structure of Ce 2 O 3 , and we instead need to use the 28 electron small-core basis sets.
Thus we conclude that a consistent description of the electronic properties of both CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 is obtained by using a small-core basis set for cerium with carefully adjusted diffuse functions or by using a hard potential in the PAW method. We observe large changes by including d-orbital polarization functions on the oxygen basis sets. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that these become important for systems with defects, impurities, surfaces, etc., and it is also appealing to treat both oxygen and cerium with comparable quality, which we have achieved in our Ce͑RSC97-Tr.3͒/O͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set. Qualitatively, both hybrid functionals PBE0 and B3LYP give a description of CeO 2 and Ce 2 O 3 , which is consistent with experiment, at least if we assume the largest plausible levels of experimental uncertainty. However, while both are reasonably good, neither is as good as LDA+ U or PBE+ U with their material specific adjustable U parameters. Comparing the two hybrid functionals, PBE0 performs better than B3LYP when it comes to structural parameters, while B3LYP performs better for the electronic properties.
